Hind Institute of Medical Sciences
Mau, Ataria, Sitapur

College Guidelines for Students
To maintain the dignity of Medical Profession and Discipline in the Medical College,
Hospital & Hostel premises following guidelines are hereby issued. All the students have to
strictly follow them otherwise strict disciplinary action will be taken which may include
Suspension, Financial Punishment and Expulsion from the hostel or any other punishment
deemed fit by the management.
1. Boys and Girls should live in the campus in a dignified decent manner and should not be
found in obscene condition which is not permitted by our society.
2. Short Clothes are not allowed outside the hostel room & also in the campus.
3. All the students will remain in prescribed uniform in college and hospital.
4. Food in the mess will be served only during prescribed hours. No packing of the food is
allowed from the mess.
5. No student is allowed outside of the campus after 07:00pm. However they have to report
to warden for attendance in their rooms latest by 09:00pm.
6. All students will be responsible for the security of their luggage.
7. No sick student is allowed to stay in the hostel. In event of sickness they must be
hospitalised for proper treatment and care.
8. No intoxication including tobacco & alcohol is permitted in the campus. If any kind of
intoxicating drug is recovered, strict action will be taken.
9. It is strictly vegetarian campus. Non-vegetarian food is not permitted in campus.
10. No student is permitted in the hostel during college hours and as such electricity supply of
the hostel will be disconnected during college hours. However during examinations
continuous electricity supply will be provided.
11. No Procession is allowed in the campus.
12. 80% attendance & 50% marks in internal assessment are compulsory for appearing in the
University Examination.
13. Mobiles are not allowed in the class room.
14. No two wheelers and four wheelers vehicles are permitted in the Campus.
15. It is compulsory to vacant the hostel room during Summer/Winter vacations for
renovations and cleanness. Proper place will be allotted to all the students for their
luggage during renovations of room.
16. If any type of damage is done by the students in the hostel then immediate strict action
will be taken against the students & they may be expelled from the hostel.
17. If student want leave for any purpose on week days, they will give the application to the
warden/Asst. warden/Care taker & they will intern put up application with their
recommendation to the principal for sanctioning the leave.
18. The Students will get weekend holiday every week. On this holiday students will get
facility of the college bus for outing only for the first six months.

